REGULAR BOARD MEETING
MAY 28, 2019
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Agenda Item: D-1
Date: 05/28/19
THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF STOCKTON EAST WATER DISTRICT WAS HELD AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE
6767 EAST MAIN STREET, STOCKTON, CA
ON TUESDAY, MAY 21, 2019 AT 12:00 NOON
A. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND ROLL CALL
President Panizza called the regular meeting to order at 12:22 p.m., and Manager Moody led the
Pledge of Allegiance.

B. CONSENT CALENDAR (None)
C. PUBLIC COMMENT (None)

FT

Present at roll call were Directors Atkins, Cortopassi, McGurk, Panizza, Sanguinetti and Watkins.
Director McGaughey arrived Also present were Manager Moody, Assistant Manager Lee, Finance
Director Vega, Administrative Services Manager Carido, Administrative Assistant Curtis, Legal
Counsel Zolezzi and Consultant Barkett.

D. SCHEDULED PRESENTATIONS AND AGENDA ITEMS
1. Minutes 05/14/19 Regular Meeting

RA

Director McGurk made the following correction to the minutes:
 Page 5, section D-8, 6th paragraph, 2nd sentence – strike “directed” and replace with
“suggested” and strike the word “to”.

Director Cortopassi made the following correction to the minutes:
 Page 5, section D-8, 8th paragraph, 1st sentence – add “as now would be a good time to
evaluate how to put valves underground”.
A motion was moved and seconded to approve the May 14, 2019 Regular Meeting Minutes, as
amended.
Roll Call:
Ayes:
Atkins, Cortopassi, McGurk, Panizza, Sanguinetti, Watkins
Nayes: None
Abstain: None
Absent: McGaughey

D

2. Stockton East Water District – Revised 2019 Water Rates
a. Public Hearing
President Panizza opened the Public Hearing at 12:24 p.m. to receive comments on the
revised 2019 Water Rates and associated Ordinance.
The District circulated notice of this public hearing in the Stockton Record on May 11, 2019
and did not receive any comments.
Manager Moody reported when the 2019 water rates were approved at the April 9, 2019
Regular Board Meeting, the District did not have a Temporary Water Transfer Agreement
finalized to determine an amount per acre foot for Out of District water.
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Manager Moody reported the Out of District rate will be the cost of water designated under
the purchase contract, plus a charge up to $27.81, depending on where the landowner is on
the system.
Seeing no public comment, President Panizza closed the Public Hearing at 12:27 p.m.

FT

b. Ordinance No. 45 – Revising Municipal Groundwater Assessments, Agricultural
Groundwater Assessments, Domestic Groundwater Assessments, Charges for StreamDelivered Water And Charges For Out-Of-District Water For Calendar Year 2019
Manager Moody provided the Board with revised Ordinance No. 45.

RA

A motion was moved and seconded to adopt Ordinance No. 45 revising municipal
groundwater production assessment at $334.97/AF ($331.37/AF municipal groundwater rate
equalization plus $3.60/AF municipal groundwater assessment); agricultural groundwater
assessment at $5.36/AF; domestic unit assessment at $45.50/domestic unit; agriculture
surface water assessment at $23.00/AF and out-of-district water rate from New Melones
Reservoir at the cost designated under the purchase contract, plus a wheeling rate of
$27.81/AF, as presented.
Roll Call:
Ayes:
Atkins, Cortopassi, McGurk, Panizza, Sanguinetti, Watkins
Nayes:
None
Abstain: None
Absent: McGaughey

3. Stockton East Water District Policy Manual – Establishing Program Incentives for Encouraging
the Use of Surface Water Policy No. 3085, 05/21/19
Manager Moody provided the Board with Policy No. 3085 Establishing Program Incentives for
Encouraging the Use of Surface Water Policy. Manager Moody reported the Agricultural
Operations Committee reviewed the Policy at their last meeting and requested staff provide the
document to Legal Counsel for revise. Those comments are shown in the Policy provided in the
Agenda Packet.
Manager Moody reported the intent of this Policy is to incentivize landowners to use surface
water and the District will help with the burden of installing new infrastructure. Manager Moody
added that it is stated in the Policy that the Board can amend the Policy as any time.

D

Manager Moody reported the customer is responsible for installing improvements at their own
cost in accordance with the Policy. As an incentive, the District will charge the customer the
cheaper groundwater rate for a maximum of 7 years or until the cost of the infrastructure is
recouped. Should a customer apply for this program and the Board approves the application, the
customer must use surface water when available for all future irrigation. There will be a penalty
applied if the customer does not use surface water when available. Manager Moody reported
there are exceptions to this rule if the customer communicates their issue and works through it
with the District.
Director Cortopassi reported that the incentive component of the Policy is not spelled out and
how the amortization would be determined. There should be more explanation that the incentive
is the savings between the groundwater and surface water rates and the savings in turn pay for
the new infrastructure.
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Director Sanguinetti suggested it would be easier if in the Policy provided an example with
figures showing the potential savings between surface water and groundwater costs.
Director McGurk suggested adding specific figures based on the water rates that are approved
and updating it annually. Manager Moody replied this could be arranged and updated annually.

FT

Director Watkins advised the first page of the Policy states the purpose. Director McGurk added
that the formulas for billing should be present. Legal Counsel Zolezzi suggested adding the
agreement as an exhibit so all the program requirements would be available upon reviewing the
Policy. The agreement specifically stated that the landowner will be charged the then applicable
groundwater rate instead of surface water as determined by the District.

President Panizza inquired if a specific section of the Policy should be rewritten to explain the
charges. Legal Counsel Zolezzi replied a single sentence explaining the charges could be added.

A member of the public, Julie Eilers Clary addressed the Board and reported that she is a local
farmer and her property consists of contiguous acreage supplied by Peters Pipeline. Per the
existing Easement Agreement between the landowner and the District, she will be provided with
surface water for when she needs it. Mrs. Clary plans to use surface water but questions the
incentives a landowner would receive after the 7-year period if groundwater is cheaper.

RA

Mrs. Clary further explained that the penalty as stated is 10 times the amount of the then
groundwater rate if available surface water is not used. She suggested that there should be concise
language detailing how to work with District should there be a reason when available surface
water cannot be used. Director Cortopassi replied the reason for the penalty was to keep
landowners from using groundwater once the infrastructure is in place, even after the incentive
period has lapsed.

Mrs. Clary stated it would be better for the groundwater basin and the District to mandate surface
water use in this Policy. Director Watkins replied the agreement between the District and the
landowner would implement the Policy to use surface water when available from the day the
agreement took effect.

D

Director Sanguinetti reported the intent of this Policy is to help landowners switch to surface
water before the state mandated Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) program.
The State could impose a cap on groundwater use if a groundwater basin is not sustainable. Mrs.
Clary replied that she understands the importance of using surface water, but the perspective of
fellow farmers is that this Policy does not provide much of an incentive and perhaps the District
could do more.
President Panizza reported that the Committee worked hard on this Policy, however, there is still
a lot of discussion surrounding it and perhaps the Committee could continue to work on the
language or have Legal Counsel review the Policy again.
Mrs. Clary inquired if she could complete and submit the application now, prior to the Policy
being adopted. Manager Moody replied that the staff will email her a copy of the application.
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Mrs. Clary explained that her property encompasses a large amount of acres and it is unlikely
she would be able to use one pump for the entire area. She is concerned that there is a limit to
how many acres could be irrigated with surface water. Director Watkins replied she would need
to advise the District with how many acres need to be irrigated under the agreement.
Consultant Barkett suggested there should be a statement within the Policy that identifies who
will receive water should there be a limited supply. Legal Counsel Zolezzi replied this clause is
spelled out in the agreement.

FT

Manager Moody reported that this Policy should provide examples but may not pertain to every
applicant.
President Panizza inquired if staff has previously worked with landowners regarding this process.
Manager Moody replied yes. Staff meets with landowners, reviews the application, gathers
details, and provides information to the Board for approval. The agreement will identify specifics
about the project and the role the District will undertake.
Manager Moody reported that Mrs. Clary’s case is unique, as there was no Policy at the time of
her request. Once the Policy is in place staff will be clear on how to move forward with
landowners.

RA

Manager Moody reported there have been many good comments received from both the Board
and public comment, and suggests that staff review the Policy further then provide further edits
for review by Legal Counsel.

Consensus of the Board was to bring this item back to the Board for further consideration and
approval.

E. COMMITTEE REPORTS (None)

F. REPORT OF GENERAL MANAGER
1. Water Supply Report as of 05/20/19
Manager Moody provided a handout of the Water Supply Report for information only that
included storage, release, and production data collected from various sources as of midnight last
night.

D

There is 225,054 AF in storage at New Hogan Reservoir. Current releases are set at 119 cfs.
There is 2,001,455 AF in storage at New Melones Reservoir. Current release at Goodwin Dam
to Stanislaus River are set at 2,009 cfs and release to all water users are set at 2,488 cfs. There
are 1 irrigator(s) on New Hogan, 0 irrigator(s) on New Melones and 0 irrigator(s) Out-of-District.
The water treatment plant is currently processing 24 mgd. The City of Stockton is currently
processing 20 mgd.

2. Information Items:
Manager Moody noted items: F2a-1, F2a-2 and F2a-3.
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3. Report on General Manager Activities
a. ACWA State Legislative Committee Meeting, 05/17/19
Manager Moody attended the May 17, 2019 ACWA State Legislative Committee Meeting.
Manager Moody reported there was discussion on Dave Eggerton’s trip to Washington, D.C.
last week where there was discussion on headwaters. Manager Moody reported ACWA
officials had a private meeting with E. Joaquin Esquivel, Chair, State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) after his keynote address during the Conference and his position
on things he had just discussed had changed. Manager Moody reported there was no
movement on the bills during this meeting, just staff recommendation. Director McGurk
inquired what the Chairman of the State Legislative Committee does while the Committee
discusses bills back and forth. Manager Moody replied the way this Committee operates is
that staff presents a synopsis and recommendation on position and it is up to the Committee
members to support their position. The next meeting is scheduled for June 14, 2019.

RA

b. Central Valley Project Water Association – Executive & Financial Affairs Committee,
05/17/19
Finance Director Vega attended the May 17, 2019 Central Valley Project Water Association
– Executive & Financial Affairs Committee Meeting. Finance Director Vega reported staff
is continuing to change within the USBR. Generally, this complicates outstanding items on
the agenda until staff is in place who can become acquainted with the issues. Comments were
received for the Cost Allocation Study and USBR staff indicated they will make efforts to
respond to every comment and publish responses before the report is submitted to the
Commissioner and approved. USBR is working on CVPIA credits to power contractors, due
to staff turnover they are waiting for the legal team to provide comments. There was
discussion on aging infrastructure and how it will be paid, the Executive Committee and
USBR staff is working to determine a proposal for acceptance. The next meeting is scheduled
for June 14, 2019.
c. Stockton East Water District Activities Update
Manager Moody requested leave beginning Wednesday, May 22nd through Friday, May 24th
for family reasons.

G. DIRECTOR REPORTS (None)
H. COMMUNICATIONS (None)

D

I. AGENDA PLANNING/UPCOMING EVENTS
1. Greater Stockton Chamber of Commerce – 2019 State of the City, 10:30 a.m., 05/23/19
2. Eastern Water Alliance Meeting, Noon, 05/24/19
3. District Holiday – Memorial Day, 05/27/19

J. REPORT OF THE COUNSEL
1. Closed Session - Potential Litigation
Government Code 54956.9 (c) – two cases
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2. Closed Session - Existing Litigation
Stockton East Water District vs. City of Stockton, et al.
Government Code 54956.9 (a)
President Panizza adjourned the meeting to closed session at 1:29 p.m. to discuss closed session
agenda items. The regular meeting reconvened at 2:15 p.m., with no reportable action.

Respectfully submitted,
Scot A. Moody
Secretary of the Board

D

RA

tbc

FT

K. ADJOURNMENT
President Panizza adjourned the meeting at 2:16 p.m.
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Agenda Item: D-2a
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-2b
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-2c
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-2d
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-2e
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-2f
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-2g
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-2h
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: D-3
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: E-1
Date: 05/28/19
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Agenda Item: F-1
Date: 05/28/19
Weekly Water Report
New Hogan (NHG) TOC

As of:
May 20, 2019
317,100

Storage:
Net Storage Change:
Inflow:
Release:

New Melones (NML) Allocation
Storage:
Net Storage change:
Inflow:
Release:
Source: CDEC Daily Reports

As of:
May 27, 2019
AF

225,054
+140
367
119

AF
AF
CFS
CFS

75,000

AF

2,001,455
+36,989
3,883
2,128

AF
AF
CFS
CFS

2,359

CFS

2,009
320
88
71
2,488

CFS
CFS
CFS
CFS
CFS

80
0

CFS
CFS

1
0
0
24
0
6
18
20

MGD
MGD
MGD
MGD
MGD

0
0
0
0
0
0

GPM
GPM
GPM
GPM
GPM
GPM

Goodwin Diversion (GDW)
Inflow (Tulloch Dam):
Release to Stanislaus River (S-98):
Release to OID (JT Main):
Release to SSJID (SO Main):
Release to SEWD:
Total Release
Source: Tri-Dam Operations Daily Report

Farmington Dam (FRM)
Diverted to SEWD:
Diverted to CSJWCD:
Source: USACE WCDS Hourly Report

Surface Water Used
Irrigators on New Hogan:
Irrigators on New Melones:
Out-Of-District Irrigators:
DJWWTP Production:
North Stockton:
South Stockton:
Cal Water:
City of Stockton DWSP Production:

District Ground Water Extraction
74-01
74-02
North
South
Extraction Well # 1
Total Well Water Extraction

Note: All flow data reported here is preliminary and subject to revision.
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Agenda Item: F-3a
Date: 05/28/19
TO:

EASTERN WATER ALLIANCE; DREAM MONITORING COMMITTEE

FR:

Jennifer Spaletta, NSJWCD General Counsel

RE:

STATUS OF DREAM PROJECT – For meeting at noon at SEWD 5/24/19

DT:

May 22, 2019

Background:
•

The DREAM Project is a pilot-level groundwater banking project between EWA,
NSJWCD, San Joaquin County and East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD).

•

The concept: EBMUD provides 1000 af of EBMUD water to NSJWCD to use for
irrigation on certain parcels – which creates 1000 af of in-lieu groundwater
recharge. Half of the water provided is “banked” for EBMUD. EBMUD can
extract its banked water in future years using the groundwater well located on the
parcels were the water was delivered. There are safeguards for the basin
including monitoring and annual losses of the banked water.

•

The funding for the project came from a 2014 water rights settlement agreement.

•

The Joaquin County Board of Supervisors issued a ‘Groundwater Export Permit’
for the DREAM Project in 2017 (Exhibit B).

•

The Export Permit (1) establishes a Monitoring Committee and (2) defines a 5
parcel area (owned by Kurt and Sandee Kautz) where water can be applied for
irrigation/in-lieu recharge, but gives the Monitoring Committee the ability to
expand that area to additional parcels.

•

The Monitoring Committee has additional responsibilities once we get to the point
that we are extracting banked water to return to EBMUD – but we are not there
yet. (Exhibit C).

•

Today we are providing a status report and asking the Monitoring Committee to
approve use of the water on additional adjacent parcels to allow the project to
move faster.
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Operations in 2018:
•

The project started operating in 2018. 35 AF was delivered to the Kautz parcels
for irrigation in-lieu of pumping over a two-week period. The deliveries were
limited by three factors: (1) we had to wait for the new diversion facility from
Pixley slough to be permitted and constructed; (2) the old NSJWCD South Pump
did not work correctly; and (3) the Kautz on-farm plumbing could not get the
water to all of the parcels listed in the Export Permit.

Operations in 2019:
•

We plan to operate again in 2019. However, NSJWCD is in the process of
reconstructing its South Pump Station. High flows in the Mokelumne have
prevented construction so far – the new pump will not be completed before July
2019. We will have a limited amount of time in 2019 to apply irrigation water
(maybe August through October), and will also need to irrigate in 2020 to use the
full 1000 af EBMUD amount.

•

Kautz will be modifying on-farm plumbing to be able to use the water on the
parcels identified in the Export Permit, but this may not be done this year.

•

In order to maximize the amount of surface water that can be used for irrigation
we need the Monitoring Committee to approve the use of the water on additional
Kautz parcels. All of the additional parcels are adjacent to the existing parcels
and the parcels approved in the Export Permit and are close to the proposed
extraction well. Exhibit A shows the parcels involved.
Kautz Parcels Listed in Export Permit
061-160-06 (53.56 ac)
061-160-09* (79.11 ac)
063-020-10 (41.32 ac)
063-020-11 (78.13 ac)
063-020-12 (40.08 ac)

Parcels Proposed to Add
061-160-21* (21.54 ac)
061-160-11*(26.5 ac)
061-160-12* (26.41 ac)
061-140-37* (20.15 ac)
061-140-32* (16.85 ac)
061-140-60* (16.71 ac)
Subtotal acres: 292.2
Subtotal acres: 128.16
*= irrigated with DREAM water in 2018. Most on 061-160-09.
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Agenda Item: G-1
Date: 05/28/19
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